The Principal Chief Mechanical Engineer
Northern Railway
New Delhi

Sub: - Retro-fitment of twin pipe in wagons- dispensation regarding
Ref.: - NR's letter no.MW/Shop/Wagon/POH dated 21.01.2021

Reference above, the following wagons will be allowed in single pipe during POH upto 30.06.2021 as drawings of these wagons for conversion into twin pipe are still awaited and not finalized by RDSO.

1. BRH
2. BFKN/BFKHN

(Vivek Mohan)
Director Mechanical Engineering (Freight)
Railway Board
Telephone no. 011-23047448
Email – dme@rb.railnet.gov.in

Copy:

1. PCME/All Zonal Railways except NR
2. EDME(W&T)/Railway Board
3. Director(NCO)/IRCA/New Delhi
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